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FOR PARENTS DATING AND DATING PARTNERS OF PARENT, TOO! 

When children are already part of one or both of your lives, dating and developing a relationship will have a different 
course and together you’ll face unique challenges. As you step deeper into your relationship and begin to include the 
children more consistently in the day-to-day, some predictable early signs of stress/tension often emerge. How do we 
know this? Because we’ve been observing, talking to, researching, and learning from couples just like you for decades! 
You are not alone in doing your best to make sense of this relationship journey.  

Moving in together may invite those “buds” of tension/stress to blossom as the “next-time” family learns how to come 
together into one home. Here’s the tricky, and often disappointing truth: People don’t “blend.” Families don’t blend. Each 
and every unique being, every colorful personality will have to learn to weave together into patterns that work! And: that 
takes time and skill. 

Couples often seek out a coach with stepfamily expertise as they begin to introduce kids into their relationship; “We just 
want to get this right!” Others sail through dating with excitement and ease and find that a stepfamily coach is needed at 
some point that first year of living together when things get a bit bumpy. The honeymoon and excitement now over and 
the just-plain-hard-work of learning how to get along and find ways to function together starts to feel overwhelming. And, 
for some, it’s not until a significant stress in the family system disrupts the once stable stepfamily – now floundering as if 
all the hard-earned sense of family has gone down the drain. Time for help. 

Whether you fit the description of the “early birds” prepping for success, the newly “next-time” stepcouple ready for more 
tools in the toolbox, or the stepcouple who had years of success that now seems elusive, you are in the right place. 
Whether you know it or not, you come to this process with many strengths. The assessment tool doesn’t focus on your 
strengths, though – so please don’t be hard on yourself. This is an exercise in “problem hunting” – a discovery process 
where the ultimate goal is growth and success. 

This assessment will help you identify the particular aspects of relationship that may be the source of your struggles and 
stresses. Taking the time to sort out the particular pain-points for each of you will help us focus our work and deepen 
understanding of what’s needed in terms of next steps and direct you more accurately to what will help! 

I recommend that you read “The Stepfamily Handbook: From Dating, to Getting Serious, to Forming a ‘Blended Family’” 
by Bonnell and Papernow (2017). I also recommend that in seeking couples / marital counseling, that your counselor has a 
firm grounding in the world of stepfamily (they could even read “The Stepfamily Handbook” too! Or, read Papernow’s, 
“Surviving and Thriving in Stepfamily.”). First-time families and next-time families have a different architecture and you 
want to apply the appropriate interventions to strengthen each of them. 

Lastly, if a child is struggling in your stepfamily, consider whether a change in parenting approach is actually what’s 
needed – more than the child being shipped off to therapy. Children often have no way to tell us why things hurt the way 
they do. They often act out their feelings in disruptive (even unkind) behavior when they experience their home life as 
more stressful than they can manage. Disruptive behavior met with firmer limits may create a vicious circle resulting in 
the opposite than desired effect! 

With that, ready, set, begin. Please let me know if there’s anything more I can do to help.        ~Karen 
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STEPFAMILY STRESS ASSESSMENT 

Name of Parent   _____________________________________________  Age  ______________________________  

Children’s Names Date of Birth Currently lives with 
Parent Co-parent Both 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

Name of Stepparent   __________________________________________  Age  ______________________________  

Children’s Names Date of Birth Currently lives with 
Stepparent Co-parent Both 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

 _________________________________________  ___________________ 

CURRENT RELATIONSHIP CIRCUMSTANCES 

Months dating   ________________________________  Years living together   ________________________________  

If married, date married  _________________________  

Reason you coupled   ________________________________________________________________________________  

If previously married, list the dates of previous marriages / divorces   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Were both of you divorced when you began dating? Yes No 

If not, please briefly explain   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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Factors Contributing to Your Current Stress: Next we’ll look at areas affecting adult relationships and the five 
stepfamily challenges as identified in “The Stepfamily Handbook”  (please check all that apply).  

YOUR ADULT RELATIONSHIP 

☐ Recently had difficulty communicating
☐ Difference in interests
☐ Differences in expectations about intimate partnership
☐ Differences in expectations about family life
☐ Pregnancy, miscarriage, or termination of pregnancy
☐ Birth of a baby (last 12 months)
☐ Sexual difficulties
☐ Sleeping difficulties/differences in bedtime routine
☐ In love with another person
☐ Financial problems/changes/increased financial pressures
☐ Job or school change
☐ Suspiciousness, jealousy, envy
☐ Neglect of home
☐ Trouble with in-law(s)
☐ Impacts associated with drinking/drug use
☐ Began treatment for alcohol or drug use
☐ Started psychotherapy
☐ Legal issues/problems/pressures
☐ Increased responsibilities to care for a family member
☐ Death of a family member
☐ Changes in health (physical, emotional, new diagnosis, surgery or significant accident in last 12 months)

Please explain

Level of Adult Relationship Conflict 

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of tension, conflict, or anger in your intimate partnership (imagine that the stresses 
associated with kids or co-parents are minimized – so, stressors for when it’s the two of you). 1 being low and 10  
being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your anger/hurt  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s anger/hurt  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Verbal/Emotional/Physical/Sexual abuse 
Please explain
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First Stepfamily Challenge 

CHILDREN STRUGGLE WITH LOSS, LOYALTY BINDS AND CHANGE 

☐ Changes in a child’s health (physical, emotional, behavioral – consider neurodiversity / ADHD diagnosis)
☐ Significant changes in a child’s behavior
☐ Dealing with adolescence
☐ Increased resistance to participating in family routines
☐ Struggles with transition between households
☐ New school, new childcare, new home
☐ Death of a family member (please consider beloved pet)
☐ Nanny, au pair, or grandparent joined the household
☐ Nanny, au pair, or grandparent left the household
☐ Problems at school or with academic performance
☐ Worries or concerns with peer group choices
☐ Social media concerns
☐ Struggles/arguments between kids
☐ Problems/stress associated with sleeping arrangements
☐ Sibling leaving home – living outside the home (like leaving for college)

Other  

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Level of Conflict Associated with Children’s Needs and Behavior 

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of tension, conflict and upset associated with stresses in managing the children’s needs 
related to loss, loyalty binds, and change. 1 being low and 10 being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your anger/hurt   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s anger/hurt    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Second Stepfamily Challenge 

INSIDER / OUTSIDER POSITIONS 

☐ Repeated experiences of feeling rejected, dismissed, or ignored by my beloved
☐ Repeated experiences of feeling rejected, dismissed, or ignored by my children or stepchild(ren)
☐ Concern regarding the amount of time my beloved spends communicating with their co-parent, or interacting with

former family over the children
☐ Unwelcomed at the child(ren)’s activities or family gatherings
☐ Too many intrusions during our non-parenting time by children or co-parent
☐ Often feel caught between “a rock and a hard place” as I try to meet the needs of my beloved and my kids
☐ Often feel like I’m in an impossible situation between my co-parent and my beloved – tension over who I listen to
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☐ Feel guilty over not being able to take care of my family in a way that they need me to – too many competing needs
☐ Tension about use of family funds for children’s needs

Other  

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Level of Conflict and Hurt Related to Insider/Outsider Pulls  

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of tension, conflict and hurt associated with managing all the needs and pulls that come 
up with kiddos and former family demands. 1 being low and 10 being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your anger/hurt    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s anger/hurt    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Third Stepfamily Challenge 

DIVIDED OVER DISCIPLINE & PARENTING 

☐ Believe my parenting partner (at times) expects too much from my children
☐ Believe my parenting partner is (at times) too permissive with the children
☐ Scared my parenting partner doesn’t like my children (or one of my children who’s struggling)
☐ Scared I don’t like my stepchildren (or one stepchild) and that my feelings will never change
☐ Struggles over setting limits
☐ Struggles over follow-through on boundaries set / agreements
☐ Stepping on each other’s parenting toes
☐ Difficulties coming to agreement regarding family rules
☐ Find talking about the kids often results in frustration or giving up on what feels impossible to resolve
☐ Feel like a stranger in my own home when the kids are in residence

Other  

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Level of Conflict Associated with Discipline  

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of tension, conflict and anger associated with frustration over disciplining 
children/managing behavior and follow through on expectations. 1 being low and 10 being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your anger/hurt    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s anger/hurt    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
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Fourth Stepfamily Challenge 

CO-PARENTS ARE PART OF THE FAMILY 

☐ Increasing co-parent hostility / conflict toward our household
☐ Increasing intrusive behavior by a co-parent over what occurs in our household/relationship
☐ Disruptions associated with former family members
☐ Unpredictable changes to the parenting-time schedule that disrupt the flow of our household or shared expectations
☐ Verbal or physical abuse, or neglect of kids at co-parent’s household
☐ Delayed financial support
☐ Concerns regarding drug/alcohol use by a co-parent

Other  

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Level of Conflict in the Parenting Coalition / with Co-parent(s)  

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of conflict and stress associated with the children’s other parent(s). 1 being low and 10 
being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your anger/stress    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s anger/stress    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Fifth Stepfamily Challenge 

BUILDING A SHARED CULTURE THAT RESPECTS DIFFERENCES 

☐ Changes in lifestyle, values that I simply don’t agree with
☐ Differences in ethnic or cultural backgrounds that result in heightened conflict
☐ Differences in education level that seems to be a “thing” between us
☐ Differences in religious practice that are causing stress
☐ Conflicts over how each of our past celebrations of holidays/special occasions clash
☐ Conflicts over how we spend money on behalf of the children
☐ Conflicts over food, healthy eating, and mealtime behavior
☐ Conflicts over how we interact with extended family / elders

Other  

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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Level of Conflict Associated with Cultural and Family-of-Origin Differences 

On a scale of 1-10, rate the level of tension, conflict, hurt, or disappointment related to fundamental family/cultural/faith 
differences that you’re having difficulty bridging. 1 being low and 10 being high:  

Level of conflict in your relationship   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of your conflict/disappointment    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

Level of other’s conflict/disappointment    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 

At this time of stress in our stepfamily: 

I worry I will  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

I am concerned my children/stepchildren will   

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

It’s important to me that   

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

I think my spouse/partner will   

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

With regard to the future: 

I worry I will  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  
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I am concerned my children/stepchildren will  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

It’s important to me that   

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

I think my spouse/partner will   

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

My relationship with my own co-parent can best be described as   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

My partner’s relationship with my co-parent can best be described as   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

My partner’s relationship with their co-parent can best be described as   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  

My relationship with my partner’s co-parent can best be described as   

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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